In regular society, when people are seen excelling or doing better, advancing or evolving, the mob of animals jumps on them to destroy them, slander them and so on.

It's a natural instinct for many people. It wasn't always, but by the bad programming the jews have embed in humanity, it has become. In the ancient times, people promoted the warrior, intellectual, musician, cook, or anyone in their village or community that did try to do better.

Nowadays we live in the inverse. The moment anyone that isn't a jew in any way excels or does something, a brainless mob of idiots comes fast towards them to assimilate them into the borg through destruction or keeping them ever lower.

That feeling of reactive negativity towards these people, and this energy in ourselves, is programmed. It's also definitely easier to express a negative aspect here than getting yourself in order and advancing too. It's easier to attack and to destroy.

Many people therefore take this very exact path, to avoid self-development.

In Gentile societies of old, shaming, trashing and attacking higher individuals was not welcomed. This situation is made normalized now because we live in a society where most people are content with remaining on the lowest level possible.

The emphasis of destruction of what will become better is the foundation of Communism. The next steps towards the logical extremes here are the borg, killing individuality, and nullifying all of nature's work. Greys are the application of this rule into a brutal reality with technologically forced severity.

As years passed, I have understood this inherent communism is present in many people. That is hardwired. That is bred because of insecurity, fear, and generally whatever makes humanity fail. It's an entropic force in souls that has been left to reign, expressed outwards.

Races, peoples and civilizations that allow this to go rampant, just collapse. Beauty is never produced. People rise from the mud and fall soulless right again into the mud.
On the other side, places where the above is not allowed to take its course, flourish, grow, get a created order, and advance in power and evolution.

A typical Monday for me consists of reading slander, personal attacks, defamation, character murder, or all of the above. Or just another conspiracy of 3 angry pencil necks and one bimbo with a large nose with nothing to do since her local synagogue closed, that have now declared that "muh time is over!!!! 1111111111!", for the hundredth time.

Someone sent me an e-mail with all their imaginations of what my picture means. The schizophrenic rant had a lot of assumptions in regards to why I would do this great crime of literally promoting Zeus and putting his statue here for everyone to see.

For example, it could be a reflection of my so out of control and huge ego. Or was it an intimidation technique towards their little sorry ass? Maybe it was the fact I should put Ghandi as my profile picture? Would that make their little squirming ass feel better? Maybe put there a vegetarian saint?

Maybe it would be too far for me to go and say this: The issue is not the existence of the ego [like enemy religions say], but in reality, what this "Ego" is doing. Do we have a valuation system for the "egos" that are passing this planet?

If the above is not understood, why is one a Satanist in the first place? To blame the elite all day and do no efforts really to reach any divinity, but spend your day all day being like just another person of the mob?

These types of "Satanists" have not understood in the core what Satanism is. Since many are born into deception and we are all born hostages to the cannibal mob mindset, it's when we move away from this that we start to grow.

I will be very straight forward here. The reason you see society as a shit-hole and half the planet or more is a literal shit-hole, is because of this mentality.

Coupling this mentality with the already negative tendencies displayed over nature and how everything is going downwards by nature, all you will manage to achieve here is death, decay, death of development, and the achievement of a soulless NPC slave.

Slavers and those who wanted to maintain power, kept people in this level of being total cannibalizing animals. These animals are always easy to deal with,
provided you have a whip. The death of the actual "Elite" that they drive the mobs to destroy, keeps them safe and certain in their capacity to enslave.

Nobody will then be left to help anybody, as the cannibal mob will kill its own leaders, visionaries, good people, and any gem this human muck managed to give birth to.

In a sense, this world no longer deserves the idols to emulate, that of Zeus, Athena, Shiva or Varja. Therefore, now you have your kike Jesus and another kike Mohammed, which reflects the general downfall by humanity on a very good level. This idol also reinforces the very same downfall by false emulation.

By destruction of what is beautiful, noble, powerful and ideal, we have sunk into the pit where the mentally infested communists like the one above are free to reign.

I left the enemy religions because I didn't want to be a grey long story short. I didn't want to be like "anyone else", nor I had the demand for other people to be "same as me". I refused to accept the slave identity for myself. I was fine with idolizing what was higher than me. I felt inspired by the statues of Zeus or the stories of the Ancient Gods, and of aeons of better and higher people than this worthless low crap of today.

I sleep great at night in awe and reverence of higher beings than me, and I sleep better knowing that if I grow, I'll be able to protect others that are growing. I feel great knowing I have tried to conquer myself from yesterday, or to fight to resist to be turned into an NPC borg sheep.

The same feeling people experience in high disgust when someone is higher than them, or someone is trying to advance, I feel the same feeling of hurt and disgust when I see people accepting being stuck or not wanting to advance.

We and them, we are a different soul species. In a sense, anyone who embarks into spiritual Satanism has found out that they too are of this species. We enjoy to see growing suns and do not rejoice in the visuals of dead carcass that became "equal to ourselves".

For those who aren't of this mentality, go to your local Islamic gathering or Synagogue. There, you won't find many "greater people" to hate upon, neither to converse or to feel shrunk from. You will only find people that you feel "equal" to, and a couple of anally abusive imams that will hit you like an animal to get you to walk around a rock. Indeed that is what many people deserve with this short mind they possess.
For the rest of us, it's poetry in our ears when we think that: Satan is innate human force of development that loudly affirms: "And let all people be created unequal!"
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